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1.) Which protocols are supported?   
This new generation of QUINT DC UPS supports several protocols. There are versions to support Ethernet/IPTM, PROFINET, 
EtherCAT®, and USB. There will also be a version that is signal contacts only without a network connection. 

2.) Do these products work with the UPS-Conf configuration software?   
The QUINT DC UPS will work with UPS-Conf software; version 2.5.X or later. This is specific to the USB variants.

3.) Are configuration files available for the various protocols?   
Each of the protocols will have supporting configuration files (e.g., Ethernet/IP will have the EDS/L5X files for Logix Designer).  

4.) Are these products hazardous location approved?   
All QUINT DC UPS products at the time of launch will carry Class I, Div. 2 approval and will be marked properly on the  
side label.

5.) What energy storage devices work with these new UPS products?   
All existing storage devices from the QUINT DC UPS platform will work with this generation of QUINT UPS products, 
including Valve Regulated Lead Acid (VRLA), Wide-Temperature VRLA, and Lithium Ion (LiFeSO4). Only battery technologies 
work with the QUINT DC UPS.  

6.) Is the previous generation of QUINT UPS products being discontinued?   
The existing QUINT IQ UPS products do not currently have an End-of-Life (EOL) path. Phoenix Contact will continue to 
produce and support existing products in the foreseeable future. However, any new opportunities should be guided to the 
latest products. 

7.) Can the QUINT DC UPS use third-party batteries?  
Third-party batteries (of the same chemistry) may be used on the QUINT DC UPS. However, the advanced IQ functionality 
will be lost if this is done, and the UPS will only charge the battery, without knowing its State of Health (SOH).

8.) Is there a MODBUS TCP/IP version available?   
While there will not be a MODBUS-specific variant, it would be part of the Ethernet/IP solutions. This will be implemented 
toward the end of 2018 with a revision change. Look for an announcement once the update has been made.   

9.) Can the UPS be visualized on an HMI?   
Yes, there will be “faceplates” for HMI devices to make it easy for integrators to add the UPS screens to most visualization 
systems. 

10.) Can existing configurations from the last generation UPS work with the new generation?  
The network interface variants do not utilize the UPS-Conf software. The USB variants with their added functionality will 
require a new configuration with the latest UPS-Cont software revision.

11.) Does the EtherNet/IP version support BootP or DHCP?  
Yes, it supports both. BootP is the default setting out of the box.

12.) Is there a web server?  
At the time of launch, there is not a web server available. However, it is currently in development and is expected in a later 
revision closer to the end of the year.

13.) Are these products covered by the Lifetime Limited Warranty?  
Yes, the QUINT DC UPS products are covered. However, the batteries are only covered under a one-year warranty. Go to  
www.phoenixcontact.com/LLW to review the terms and conditions.
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